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role in attempting to utilize various new technologies. Through

these interviews, we identify and discuss some key issues in the

infusion of AI into cities. These interviewees were key players in

their respective cities’ response to the challenge and opportunity

of novel technologies, including AI. As such, while our sampling

is small, these interviewees are a thorough representation of the

relevant individuals who hold sway over the thoughts, visions,

ideas and challenges that are recognized in their respective city

organizations.

Our central research questions in this article concern how these

individuals understand AI, and, gauged through their views, how

are these cities prepared for the increasing and continuous infu-

sion of artificial intelligence technologies in these cities’ agendas,

practices and projects? What does the inclusion of AIs mean for

city services? What benefits and risks do these city officials foresee

in the use of AIs?

This questioning is pertinent and timely, since AIs are being

developed at an ever more rapid pace. Thus, we can hypothesize

that both the hype and the real potential of these technologies

as applied to urban settings is increasing. There is much to be

done here, and a singular case study can only touch the surface

of this novel research theme, which we can refer to as ‘urban AI’

[37, 38]. However, we deem it important to begin to study this

phenomenon empirically, and from multidisciplinary perspectives.

The phenomenon is important for societies at large, and especially

poignant for research fields relating to cities and computing, such

as urban computing, human-computer interaction (HCI), urban

planning, urban governance and urban studies, to name only a

few. Furthermore, the malleable nature of AI systems has been

speculated to present challenges to Participatory Design (PD) [10]

and democratic or community-driven approaches.

Additionally, our Finnish case study has some particularities

which makes it interesting. Firstly, Finland is a country that enjoys

a high level of citizen freedoms and mutual trust among citizens

and the authorities [46, 55], which makes it interesting from the

point of view of AI and trust, a major research theme around AI

[54]. Second, Finland is a Nordic welfare state with plenty of power

being distributed onto the city or municipal level authorities. As

such, cities are responsible, for example, for organizing health,

education, welfare and cultural services to its citizens on a local

level. Thus, city organizations wield a lot of power in the country,

and as such, they play a key role in the country’s digitalization aims

as well. Third, Finland is urbanizing and centralizing around its

capital city metropolitan area rapidly, which makes our case study

cities interesting and important in their context and in the context

of global urbanization. Finally, Finland is a technology-oriented

country with a sizeable ICT sector; this is reflected in the cities

and municipalities of the nation, many of which have declared

themselves as łSmart Citiesž [68].
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1 INTRODUCTION
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topical expert interviews. Our interviewees came from two metro-
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1.1 Bottom up: Urban technologies,

community participation and AI

Various societal discourses, or even hype, around artificial intelli-

gence (AI) technologies have been reignited over the past decade

or so after another łAI winterž, a period of relative uninterest [9].

The new-found interest has emerged due to some rapid advances

that have been made in AI engineering and research. This entails

most notably advances in the form of neural networks that are

capable of learning autonomously from data. While there is no

singular definition of AI, in much of AI literature, AI is described

as a technology or technologies that mimic human intelligence and

may also theoretically surpass it; and this human-line intelligence

is also a salient idea among the founders of AI [6, 40, 41] and fu-

turists [36]. However, views among researchers vary considerably;

while at one end of this spectrum, [41] were definite AI optimists,

lately, scholars such as [9] have argued that (general) AI may be an

unpredictable and risky technology. At the other end of this debate

are some AI engineers, such as Andrew Ng [27, 63], who argue

instead that there is still a long way to go to make AI applications

even somewhat ‘intelligent’.

Nevertheless, applications of ‘narrow’ AI are now a part of ev-

eryday reality, infusing themselves as parts of other technologies,

including urban technologies. For this reason, we argue that AI de-

velopments are necessarily connected with the Smart City agenda;

after all, SC aims to integrate digital technologies of various types

into urban environments [30]. In general, autonomous and self-

learning algorithms are being integrated into computing systems.

Since computing systems are now a part of urban lives and urban

places and spaces, we argue that these existing urban technologies

can act as a gateway for the introduction of AIs into cities [37].

Observed from the point of view of urban places and spaces, appli-

cations of AIs may be found everywhere in cities; they have per-

meated homes, workplaces, public urban places and travel spaces.

In short, these technologies mold our experiences of the environ-

ment subtly, but in a novel way. The most obvious, transparent

uses of these technologies are arguably end user applications such

as smart speakers, search engines, facial recognition systems, and

the gradually increasing autonomy of vehicles. However, on a fun-

damental level, many of the potential applications of AI are also

invisible to urban inhabitants, as illustrated by our participants’

accounts of the health data use in the City of Espoo. This is impor-

tant since the development of AIs raises also many ethical issues

[2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 15, 25, 31, 34, 54, 65] and as AI systems in cities are

developed further, these become entangled with questions of urban

ethics, namely, who has the right to design and live in cities, and

who may benefit and who may suffer as a result of use of AI in

cities [22, 28, 34]. AI systems will have an important role in urban

life, spaces, places and experiences. Furthermore, they will touch

on important aspects of democracy and participation.

This has been a concern especially in the HCI literature, where

works relating to AI are beginning to emerge. These point towards

the challenges that AI presents to participatory design (PD), ethics,

trust and fairness [3, 10, 11, 23]. In the Communities and Tech-

nologies research area specifically, some studies that relate to the

relationship between urban communities and ICTs have already

been carried out. These revolve around certain themes, such as

enabling participation through technological and designerly means,

indeed, even using city spaces themselves as a contexts and con-

duits of civic participation [4, 7, 12, 29, 49, 51, 53, 64], and with

different kinds of citizen stakeholders [52] in different kinds of

contexts, such as urban and rural locations [57, 61, 64]. Indeed, our

own efforts in the design of virtual public amenities [67] dealt with

these issues as well. This literature at large points us toward the

importance of communities’ participation in the design of their

everyday technology and surroundings. However, this literature is

by no means exhaustive and much work still needs to be done, es-

pecially in relation to AI systems, which have not been represented

in the research community in a significant manner.

On this basis, we deem it important to study AI applications

in cities from an interdisciplinary point of view. Our respective

backgrounds in the fields of architecture and urban planning, and

cultural anthropology, with a research focus on urban technolo-

gies, offer a good starting point for this work. Indeed, we find it

important to bring together various viewpoints and to reflect on

the backgrounds of all those who participate in technology and city

making and research. Similarly, it is important to connect separate

research literatures that relate to the topic of urban AI.

1.2 Top down: The Smart City agenda and

urban data production

As such, we deem it necessary to bridge the gaps between the vari-

ous computing literatures ś which largely deal with deployments,

critiques and design methods of specific urban technologies ś and

the Smart City (SC) research literature, which deals withmacro scale

urban governance and urban development trends and initiatives.

Bridging these two views means to bridge a technology-focused

perspective with an urban and governance focused perspective.

This is necessary not only for our specific study of city officials’

views, but also crucial for gaining a fuller picture of how cities, and

citizens, are currently intertwined with digital technologies.

As demonstrated by the SC research literature, various kinds of

SC initiatives have been fairly common around the world for several

decades. By and large, SCs can be described as urban environments

which are being intentionally infused with digital technologies. Yet,

there is no consensus regarding what really makes a city ‘smart’

ś for instance, what goals, policies, services or infrastructures it

should have. [21, 26, 32, 44, 45, 62]. The SC agenda has its origins in

the corporate world; companies offer SC technologies as solutions

to urban problems and challenges: e.g., sustainability, rapid urban

growth, competition between cities, and economic issues [14, 16,

59].

Importantly, cities are often seen as kinds of platforms in these

visions; specifically, as platforms for these companies’ technological

products on which urban services are provided and urban data

can be harvested. Through the SC model, various characteristics

of urban life are to be transformed, ranging from open data to

smart meters, smart security, smart mobility, smart infrastructure

management, smart workers and smart citizen experience [22].

Thus, necessary questions arise regarding how this overhauling of

urban contexts would affect democratic systems and the life quality

and agency of citizens. Subsequently, these developments have also

given rise to critical SC scholarship. These scholars are well-known



to argue that SC developments are overly business-oriented and

technology-oriented instead of being led by human centered or

citizen empowerment principles [14, 30, 59].

Interestingly, contemporary ICT business models revolve around

the combined dynamics of data collection and economic interests.

These models are made possible by what Shoshana Zuboff [69, 70]

has called the ‘informating’ quality of digital technology: the ability

of digital technologies to produce data about their own use, and

resultingly, about their users. Analogue technologies, while also

being able to automate tasks and jobs, are unable to ‘informate’, to

use Zuboff’s terminology. This fact is fundamental, as we would

argue that informating is the issue that makes urban environments

into potentially powerful places of data production. What will hap-

pen as a result of this transformation ś and how will this affect

citizens’ rights ś is an open question of crucial importance.

A further issue affecting citizenship in the context of SCs is digi-

tal surveillance, or dataveillance. Dataveillance is "the systematic

monitoring of people’s actions or communications through the ap-

plication of information technology" [19, 20]. This issue is further

intensified in the era of new AI technologies that enable an unseen

level of analysis and utilization of data. Even though dataveillance

as a concept is clearly connected with Zuboff’s surveillance capi-

talism [69, 70] it does not seem to be inherently tied to any societal

model, and instead, can be readily adopted all around the world.

China apparently has ambitions to develop a state-led AI dataveil-

lance society via, e.g., AI facial recognition algorithms, cameras and

sensors. During these last years, China has also attempted to intro-

duce a social credit system. Even though many of the technologies

that China has invested in do not function exactly as planned or

have complete coverage, there is apparently a strong will to create

a government-led dataveillance society. Large ICT companies are

keenly interested in this novel market [24, 35, 42, 65]. Dataveillance

practices, then, may be utilized to any extent that is allowed by

prevailing legislation, economy and society. These developments

were also brought to the forefront during the COVID-19 pandemic,

as governments and corporations around the world approached

the possibility of using data surveillance to track and control the

disease [47].

To summarize, then, our viewpoint is informed by (1) the identi-

fication of the relevant and timely phenomenon of AI technologies

being infused into cities through existing ICT technologies, the

SC agenda and other means, or ‘urban AI’; (2) the identification

of the questions and challenges introduced by AI’s in general to

PD approaches, AI ethics, trust and fairness, (3) a view of SC as an

agenda that is partly driven by city interests but also informed by

economic interests; and (3) the recognition of ‘informating’ as a

fundamental driving force of digitalization and its economic via-

bility, transforming cities potentially into lucrative places of data

production. This chain of phenomena folds back into itself, as AI

needs data: AI is the tool, and data is the raw material. Against this

background, we deem it important to study cities’ readiness and

viewpoints into these developments on a general level. Within this

study, the goal was to research how ‘key players’ (officials working

with digitalization strategy and implementation in their city) in the

cities of Helsinki and Espoo understand and think about AI; and

how are these cities prepared for the increasing and continuous in-

fusion of artificial intelligence technologies in these cities’ agendas,

practices and projects? What does the inclusion of AIs mean for

city services? What benefits and risks do these cities foresee in the

use of AIs? To study these questions, we employed topical expert

interviews [39, 48] as a method. Next, we will briefly discuss our

method, the materials it produced, and the analysis we performed.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to collect a set of data for these interviews, we performed

twelve semi-structured, topical expert interviews [39, 48] with high-

ranking city officials in the City of Helsinki and the City of Espoo

organizations. These officials were individuals we deemed to be

‘key players’ in regard to digitalization in their cities: They were

employed in positions where they contributed in various ways to

the urban digitalization and SC development projects of their cities,

either directly or by following these processes closely. They were

also at least responsible leaders in specialist positions in their orga-

nization; some were very high ranking in their city organization.

The goal was to interview persons with somewhat equivalent re-

sponsibilities; however, the organizations are not entirely similar,

and as such, officials’ job titles and descriptions also vary. Yet the

goal was achieved to a satisfactory degree, as all participants were

knowledgeable about their cities’ digital development projects.

The interviewees educational and professional backgrounds

prior to their current position varied widely, and this clearly had

an influence in their viewpoints. However, we will not delve here

further into the demographic details of our participants. This is

due to two reasons: Firstly, due to the unique positions of our par-

ticipants, we cannot disclose too many personal details to ensure

anonymity. Secondly, our method was the topical expert interview;

it draws from the topical interview where the interviewee gives a

point of view to a certain subject which can be an issue, a program

or a process [39]; in keeping with this method, we understand that

our participants primarily speak from their professional positions,

both having professional viewpoints of their own, and reproduc-

ing their organizations’ generally accepted viewpoints and jargon.

Furthermore, during our analysis, significant gender or age-related

observations did not arise; however, participants’ educational and

professional backgrounds seemed to have a large impact on their

views. In this regard, then, it is important to note that our partici-

pants’ background were very varied. Concerning their education,

our participants often had Master’s degrees in the social sciences

(e.g. sociology, political science, international politics), in an ICT

related degree (e.g. information science), or a business oriented

Master’s degree. They also had wide ranging professional back-

grounds from leadership and research roles in public and third

sector development projects, or as experts in industry prior to their

current positions. Two interviewees had spatially oriented degrees

relating to urban planning and geography.

These interviews occurred during the spring of 2019 and the

winter of 2019-2020. Importantly, they occurred right before the

COVID-19 pandemic, and thus, precede any possible considerations

relating to the changes since. Reaching the officials was somewhat

demanding and naturally the interviews had to take place accord-

ing to their schedules. Also, as the overall number of the relevant

key players in these organizations is rather limited, we deemed it

necessary to wait to be able to interview them. Thus, the overall



process took a fairly long time. The participants were informed of

the study’s aims at initial point of contact, and this information

was repeated at the outset of the interviews, in conjunction with

the signing of consent forms. The interviews were recorded using

audio recorders and were subsequently transcribed. Each interview

lasted approximately from 1 hour to 2.5 hours. The themes of the

interview consisted of several topics, including for example: the

participants’ professional background and education; their city’s

ongoing and past ICT projects; digitalization as a topic in general,

including equality issues; SC conceptualizations; virtual reality and

augmented reality; and AI. Thus, AI was only one of the topics

that were deliberately explored, but the topic of AI emerged also

organically over the course of the interview.

In this paper, we perform a thematic content analysis of the

abovementioned materials [48], focusing on tracing how these offi-

cials conceptualized AI in general, as well as in relation to urban de-

velopment and their city. The interviewees have been anonymized

in this paper and are referred to as H1-H6 (Helsinki) and E1-E6

(Espoo).

3 FINNISH METROPOLITAN AREA ś CASE

HELSINKI AND ESPOO

In the following chapter, we will analyze our materials. To begin,

we will discuss some themes that were common to both of these

adjacent cities, such as overall attitudes, concerns and definitions.

Then, we will discuss some differences between the two neighbors.

3.1 Definitions of AI and hype around the

concept

The question of how participants would personally define AI did

not yield many straightforward answers among the interviewees

representing the City of Helsinki, which is not a surprise as the

concept is fuzzy in itself. This fuzziness was also mentioned by

the interviewees, followed by their reflections on how AI used

to be understood as something narrower, involving learning, but

nowadays it also covers optimization and analytics. The discussions

highlighted that their city organizations were especially interested

in machine learning and data science, and officials were aware that

these represent just some facets of AI. One interviewee remarked

that from the city’s perspective, it does not even matter whether

we are talking about AI, learning algorithms or basic algorithms ś

ethical questions are linked to all of them (H2). Further, almost all

the intervieweesmentioned that AI is currently surrounded by hype.

AI was seen as a buzzword whichmay still be a rather modest tool in

practice from their point of view. A couple of officials also critiqued

the naïve attitudes and solutionism sometimes connected with data

and AI. For instance, H5 highlighted the importance of not seeing

the algorithms and the data as a black box (a łmysterious millž,

verbatim) that produces neutral knowledge; instead, H5 advocated

for really getting to know the data in a scientific manner, and the

importance of being able to ask relevant questions from it.

In Espoo, the situation was very similar, with nearly all partici-

pants remarking at some point that the term AI is łhypedž or even

łsexyž, but that people do not know what it means. E2 had also

tried to ask her colleagues what they thought constituted AI, and

indeed, these colleagues had vastly differing opinions about what

AI was. In conjunction with the discussion on definitions, E1 stated

that citizen’s AI comprehension skills were lacking, but that on the

other hand, he was not able to write AI algorithms either. Within

the organization, however, apparently there had been discussions

regarding the nature or use of AIs, since a couple of interviewees,

when asked to define AI, replied that is should be a łsupporting in-

telligencež (žtukiälyž), a pun on the Finnish word for AI (łtekoälyž).

However, it was unanimously agreed by our Espoo interviewees

that real AI is something that is able to learn in some way; E1 also

remarked that it needs to be able to make independent decisions.

One seemed to be skeptical of whether such a thing as AI really

even exists, since she did not consider optimization and analytics to

be true AI (E5). The lack of clarity and presence of hype seemed to

be a source of worry for our interviewees, especially when it came

to collaboration with companies. E5 stated that there’s all kinds of

companies out there selling all kinds of products, and that people on

the buyer’s side (in this case, their city) should be knowledgeable,

and to pick partners very carefully to make sure they have the same

ethical principles in their work that the city has (E5).

3.2 Ethics, transparency and trust

In Helsinki, interviewees emphasized the importance of trans-

parency and trust when applying AI. It was considered crucial

that the residents of the city do not lose their trust in the author-

ities. Helsinki has been building principles for the ethical use of

AI with other large cities, including Amsterdam. One of the ap-

proaches that the City of Helsinki was exploring was the possibility

of the city to act as a łMyDataž (https://mydata.org/) operator. As

stated in the city’s strategic aims, residents can have their say on

how their data is used; this means that the city would, for example,

provide a platform that would enable residents to deny or permit

the use of their data for different purposes.

In Espoo, there was similarly a concern for ethics, especially

when it came to third-party products and services, stating that they

must make sure that any third parties share their ethical principles.

Almost all expressed that the ethics of AI is an important issue.

However, one interviewee seemed to be somewhat of an outlier in

all of this; he stated that he had trouble really imagining how AI

could be misused or how someone’s personal data could be used

wrongly (E2). This was quite surprising, since the misuse of per-

sonal data occurs quite regularly: e.g. in Finland, identity theft as a

phenomenon has been growing in recent years [66]. This particular

interviewee also hoped that the government would not interpret

the European Union’s new General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) strictly. In other words, for him the risk was rather that

of non-appropriation than wrongful misappropriation of these tech-

nologies. However, as stated, this person represented an outlier, and

others were very concerned with AI and data misappropriation.

E1, for example, presented wide and varied views of ethics. He

was concerned about the previous national government introducing

a law that enabled third-party use of citizens’ health and welfare

data; this actually came as a surprise to us, the interviewers, as well.

The new law (łtoisiolakiž) had been enacted in 2019, and it enabled

the secondary use of health and social data, which means that citi-

zens’ register data created during health and social service sector

activities can be used for purposes other than the primary reason

https://mydata.org/


for which they were originally saved [58]. These include: łscientific

research, statistics, development and innovation activities, steering

and supervision of authorities, planning and reporting duties by au-

thorities, teaching, and knowledge managementž [58]. Interestingly

for our research here, łdevelopment and innovationž are specifically

mentioned. This arguably may open up the utilization of Finnish

citizen data for private corporations’ use. This worried E1; however,

he also reflected on whether it was unethical to not use the health

data if human suffering can be alleviated. While on the surface this

seems like a reasonable and ethical proposition, it can also be con-

tested; in our previous work, we have also reflected on the question

of how far societies should be willing to go in order to remove risk,

and consequently, suffering, from human lives with technology

[38]. While such a topic is outside the scope of this paper, overall,

we interpret from our discussions that the introduction of AI had

taken the officials into a place of forced ethical problem-solving

that was very convoluted, difficult and, to some extent, perhaps

outside of their job descriptions. It can be reasonably argued that

they would have benefited from set policies to guide their work;

nonetheless, applying those policies locally will likely require much

attention from local officials, and thus, also internal strategies and

agreements.

3.3 Nordic cities as producers, repositories and

guardians of citizen data

Our interviewees underscored it as very important that Finnish

cities are in possession of vast amounts of data; a feature of the

Finnish welfare system, much of which is implemented on the

local level. This is due to the fact that, as we earlier discussed,

local governments, i.e., cities and municipalities, are responsible

for organizing almost all the public sector services that citizens use

in their everyday lives. For example, E1 recounted in considerable

detail how the city produces lots of different kinds of services. To

his knowledge, not many other European cities were responsible

for schools, social services, etc. This had been evident when E1

participated in the EuroCities network, where representatives from

major European cities were more interested in issues such as urban

biking, whereas his own city’s representatives would have wanted

to talk to other cities’ representatives about the issues surrounding

research projects that combine various types of citizen data. Up

until recent decades, these data have been kept more or less where

they were produced: in the governing bodies of schools, hospitals

and welfare services. E6 stated that the particular objective of the

City of Espoo was to make the data łless siloedž; to enable cross-

departmental use of the data. Most participants were fully aware of

the potential that lay in the creation of larger data sets, and AI was

seen as being key in being able to utilize that data. E1 was aware

of both the potential benefits and dangers involved in combining

these millions of data points and reflected also on the possibility of

foreign interest towards these data sets.

Perhaps surprisingly, the job of maintaining and protecting the

social and health customer data base in the City of Espoo is actually

privatized. Espoo has a social and health customer data base (Ef-

fica) where all the information goes: diagnostic information about

patients, welfare data, and so forth. However, E3 saw it as an issue

that this was controlled by a company and that the City of Espoo is

a customer in this arrangement. The city is able to request reports

from the database for management and experts, but city officials

were not allowed there, not all the way to the database with the

individualized information, save for a couple of individuals in the

city organization who had the rights to dig deeper and retrieve

individualized information. Unfortunately, the ownership of the

actual data was not discussed; this commentary pertained to the

control and maintenance of the repository. However, in general,

cities did not seem very enthusiastic to surrender the ownership of

these data to third parties. It was mentioned by interviewees from

both cities (H2, E3) that in certain projects, they had made decisions

not to hand the ownership of citizen data to private sector actors.

This had led them to turn down some collaboration proposals by

large companies.

Overall, the need for third parties in the development of digital

services for the city was due to the fact that the city officials will

never be the biggest experts on AI, as E3 stated. Thus, there is a need

to relegate some of the duties and development projects to outside

parties. However, the risk there, as he saw it, was that the city

might not be strict and proactive enough with their demands and

needs for technology development. As a result, Espoo had already

devised a sort of an ethical playbook for the use of AI, and was also

collaborating with research institutions nationally to establish joint

norms.

3.4 Helsinki ś a big push for data use to serve

customer-residents

The general strategy of Helsinki, the capital city of Finland, is built

around the slogan łthe most functional city in the worldž. Currently

the capital city has a general city strategy that underscores the cen-

trality of digitalization, and additionally, a specific digitalization

strategy that came into effect in 2019. Furthermore, different divi-

sions of the city organization have created their own digitalization

programs. Helsinki has recently begun to operationalize its goals

connected to digitalization by establishing new positions such as

Chief Digital Officer (2018-) and Head of Data (2019-). Further, the

city has organized its operations by creating an operating commit-

tee of digitalization and an office in charge of digital transformation.

In general, then, digital technologies are being approached from

various viewpoints, and a significant amount of attention is paid to

their role in city development.

Unsurprisingly, the Helsinki interviewees saw data as a central

facet of the city’s digitalization process and strategic aims ś and

AI was understood as something that is vital for processing large

amounts of urban data. Helsinki’s digitalization program has six

strategic aims, and four of these are directly linked to data.

1) Customers are to be served proactively and in a targeted

manner

2) Residents can have their say on how their data is used

3) Data will support leadership, decision making and the devel-

opment of services

4) Helsinki will produce, utilize and share the best open data

in the world

5) Thanks to automation, employees can focus on being truly

present for customers



6) The City will provide services in collaboration with other

operators
(Digitalization program of Helsinki 2019).

In light of our literature review, it is quite interesting that these

objectives do not to use of the word ‘citizen’, opting to use of the

word ‘customer’ and ‘resident’ instead. True enough, all of our

participants also frequently talked about customers instead of

citizens. This terminology would indeed support the kind of a value

system described by [14]. Granted, the word citizen is also quite

loaded ś citizenship is also used to refer to national citizenship, and

not all residents of these cities are citizens of the country, which

makes it potentially awkward. In this sense, the word ‘resident’

may be seen as more inclusive. However, the use of the term

‘customer’ is a straightforward application of commercial language.
3.4.1 AI in strategies and in practice. Overall, in our interviews,

AI was discussed especially in conjunction with city services; how

data sets that the City already has about its residents and their

service usage, could be combined and processedwith AI. The central

aim of the digitalization process of Helsinki is to move towards a

city which is steered with data and which utilizes data to inform

administration to produce what is termed proactive services. As,

for instance, H2 informed us, the city tries to make use of data

in order to produce łproactive servicesž. The overall goal was to

move towards a city that predicts service needs and which can

offer people service instead of making them look for the services.

Another major goal was to act as a platform, to offer interfaces

and data on top of which various third parties could produce their

services.

The desire for predictive services seems quite novel from a gover-

nance point of view and is rather more reminiscent of some science

fiction narratives around predictive AI. Another point of interest

here is the use of the term ‘platform’ which is in accordance with

general SC language. The awareness and willingness to provide

a platform for third parties is, for its part, in alignment with the

practices of ICT giants as recounted by. [14, 70]

According to our participants, Helsinki cannot become the city

that will make łthe best use of digitalizationž without investing in

AI. AI is part of the city’s digitalization strategy, and the city actively

wants to study, understand, and apply it. At the time of doing the

interviews, this process was in its initial phases. One interviewee

(H5) described that Helsinki is on łan expeditionž to explore and

understand the potentials of AI. In practice, this meant providing

funding for small trials or projects connected to AI for different

divisions of the city. The city has also arranged training on the

subject for its employees and is conducting some experimentation.

Since the interviews, the city has also published an AI register,

through which łyou can get acquainted with the quick overviews

of the city’s artificial intelligence systems or examine their more

detailed information based on your own interests. You can also give

feedback and thus participate in building human-centered AI in

Helsinki.ž [18] Thus, there is a notable effort toward transparency

in AI implementation as well.

3.5 Espoo’s minor report ś predicting child

protective services use

The City of Espoo has a small team that is responsible for AI ex-

perimentation in the city. The team’s mission is to think how the

extensive pools of city data could be utilized in a beneficial and

ethical way, as illustrated by one of our participants. She stated that

the overall aim to create a wise and sustainable city, which to them

meant a City as a Service, achieved through data and platforms. In

their view, this City as a Service could then subsequently produce

all city services in a way that promotes citizen wellbeing, vitality

of businesses, and maintains the city’s economic balance.

At the time of the interviews the city organization had a certain

kind of a governmental ładd-onž (as it was termed by E5) called

cross-governmental or cross-organizational programs (łpoikki-

hallinnolliset ohjelmatž). One of these programs is called Sustain-

able Espoo, and the program contains five main goals, which were:

smart city, mobility, energy, sustainable ways of life, and immediate

environments. Overall, the program contained 24 projects. AI was

not explicitly one of these goals or programs, although it could

easily be seen as part of the SC goal. Yet, matters of AI had been

relegated to the city services team, and the sustainability program

was not directly involved in AI goals.

From this perspective, it was especially interesting that E5, the

leader of the sustainability program, had some of the most wide-

ranging commentary in regard to AI. E5’s background and expertise

were clearly different; this interviewee’s point of view was that of a

city planner as well as a city organization official. This interviewee

was the only one that really brought up the physical risks alongwith

privacy risks in conjunction with AI. For instance, E5 spoke about

the autonomous vehicles test site in Espoo at length and was very

happywith the fact that AIwas being investigated in such a concrete

way, while also being also aware of the service team’s efforts. This

finding may suggest that it would be important to involve experts

from all city organizations’ branches to start thinking about AI

from all the necessary points of view; and moreover, that it would

be especially critical to include experts of the physical and material

city (the planners) as well as those who work in city services.

3.5.1 Predicting child protective services use. Clearly the most pow-

erful example of AI use in Espoo thus far was a collaboration be-

tween the corporation that controls the database of all the social

and health data from the city. This experiment took place in 2017

[1, 17, 60]. As recounted by our interviewees, city officials are not

allowed to use this database themselves (except for a couple of

employees who may view the data), but they are allowed to com-

mission the company to deliver batches of its data. These officials

then decided to experiment with whether or not this data could be

used to identify and predict łheavy usersž (as termed by intervie-

wees) of city services. As an example, one official stated that every

child taken into custody costs the city approximately a hundred

thousand euros. This motivated our officials to experiment with AI

to identify these heavy users through data and even predict indi-

viduals who are at high risk of becoming customers of the city’s

child protective services. The experiment was a success, and a host

of variables were identified by the AI ś however, the European

Union’s new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) brought

the experiment to an end and the data was destroyed.

The term ‘heavy user’ seems to point towards the realm of com-

puting in general, as the interviewees used the English language

term amid the Finnish language interview. ‘User’ in general is a sta-

ble but contested term in the fields of, e.g., product design, service



design, interaction design and the ICT industry [43, 50]. Along with

it, the terms ‘power user’ and ‘heavy user’ are employed [13, 33].

The former is usually seen to denote a level of competency, whereas

the latter only seems to refer to the frequency of use. Since the

term ‘user’ has gained significant popularity in public discourse

over the past decades, it is perhaps not surprising that it has made

its way into city official’s parlance as well, given especially that our

officials were specifically involved with services and ICT. However,

it might be beneficial to also scrutinize this new rhetoric somewhat

since the concerns over the term ‘user’ that have been raised in

HCI and elsewhere clearly apply to city service and systems design

as well.

There were powerful incentives behind this experiment, as the

target group of this experiment was, undoubtedly, in need of some

sort of help. As recounted by, for example, E3, these families have

problems such as drug use, unemployment, unpaid rent, and chil-

dren who do not attend school regularly. The project did indeed

succeed to predict these issues, and the child protective services

officials were excited about the results. It was considered important

to be able to make targeted actions into at-risk groups in order to

help their plight, reduce costs and make people’s living situations

better. Thus, certainly, there is an ethical incentive here to do the

work; but it also raises the question, would these individuals be

able to resist the use of their personal data at all? We argue that this

would warrant further research and ethical reflection. However, we

recognize and do not belittle the struggles of the group that was

to receive help in this way; however, if measures are taken to use

this type of data, Participatory Design (PD) and AI ethics princi-

ples should be adhered to. Indeed, this type of communicative and

ethics work is underway [1]. While not all individuals care about

how their data is used, and whether or not they are singled out

as a vulnerable group based on their circumstances, these groups

of people and individuals should have a voice in the design and

implementation of these technologies, and a chance to opt out as

well.

E3 recounted that from the point of wellbeing, AI is very useful

when people do the work of understanding how things relate to

one another and what direction to go to. However, in the case of the

child protective services data, the AI didmuch of the thinking, going

through the data, bringing the officials the eventual highlights from

it. E3 was not sure of the parameters which were used to accomplish

this but recounted that they had no preconceived notions of what

the AI should do. The AI brought them the highlights and then city

officials began to think what they should focus on in the points that

were brought up. Since the purpose of AI is to serve as a way to

offload human cognitive tasks, this approach makes complete sense

and was highly effective. However, an enormous amount of ethical

responsibility seemed to be placed on the AI in this experiment.

Finally, we will discuss our results to discuss their meaning for

cities, technology development and society at large. We also present

some recommendations for the various stakeholders involved, in-

cluding academia, city organizations and policy makers.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explored city officials’ attitudes, knowledge and

relationship towards Artificial Intelligence (AI) through topical

expert interviews in two Finnish metropolitan cities. Our intervie-

wees were key players in their respective cities’ response to the

challenge and opportunity of novel technologies. We investigated

these materials through a theoretically informed viewpoint. Firstly,

we identified a relevant and timely phenomenon where AI tech-

nologies are being infused into cities through consumer products

and the SC agenda. Second, we used research literature to build

an understanding of SC as an agenda that is partly driven by city

interests, needs and issues, but also informed by corporate inter-

ests. Third, we recognized informating, or data production, as the

crucial driving force behind digitalization; in cities, the informat-

ing qualities of SC technologies produce landscapes of urban data

production. This chain of phenomena circles back into AI: AI is the

tool, and data is the raw material.

Overall, these viewpoints can be recognized in our materials.

These cities had actually been producers of digital data for a long

time, probably for as long as there had been any digital databases

in use. The origins of these developments, then, go back decades.

While participants expressed skepticism over the very concept of SC,

they had adopted a view wherein the city was seen as a platform,

even though this was a platform of services. The citizens were

often seen as customers, which seems to align with the overall SC

literature we reviewed in section 1.2. Importantly for our work here,

both participants in Helsinki and Espoo outright recognized that

AI is the tool that is needed to make use of citizen data. However,

participants almost unanimously agreed that there were sizeable

ethical issues and risks involved with the AI driven utilization of

unified data sets. As such, efforts had been made to address these

needs via experiments, education and collaboration with research

institutions and other partners.

Naturally, our data also has limitations and potential needs and

trajectories for further work by ourselves and other researchers to

address these topics. Firstly, while our data set reached satiety, and

many topics or ideas kept re-emerging across the interviews, AI is

a very fast-moving target. This means that a longitudinal approach

to a city’s łAI storyž would be more illuminating than a snapshot in

teasing out AI trajectories in cities. Secondly, we focused our efforts

on the capital city area. More research should be done in other

midsize and small cities in the country; furthermore, a comparison

between, for example, Nordic countries would enable us to explore

the relation between the welfare state model and AI in cities more

accurately. Additionally, a comparative study between, e.g., cities

in the Global South countries and elsewhere in the Global North

would also be of interest. Third, our qualitative, context-driven

approach means that these results may not simply be taken as

generalizable truths. Rather, the knowledge gained through this

data should be applied with its context in mind. Finally, it is an

unexpected limitation of our data that these interviews concern the

pre-COVID-19 era. This means that some of the cities’ activities

around non-urgent issues may have been slowed down. This also

means that there is an even greater need to continue this work.

The pandemic has put much pressure on the organization and city

officials, and any deep reflections on the effect of the pandemic

will have to happen as the most urgent state of emergency is lifted.

At the time of writing this article, the country, and especially its

capital region area, was entering a new lockdown-like status as

infections were spiking due to more effective mutations of the virus



entering the country. As vaccinations progress in 2021 and a better

coverage is reached, possibilities for re-visiting these themes in

a post-pandemic world will be opened up. Bearing in mind these

caveats, our findings point to some observations and implications:

AI and the welfare state model seem to be tightly coupled

through data. This is due to the fact that cities and municipalities

offer a large array of everyday public services in the Finnish model,

and thus have been collecting extensive data for a long time. In

recent decades, these systems have been digitalized, which opens

up the possibility to combining these data and using AI assisted

analysis on them, as identified by our interviewees. What should be

done with this potent combination is a sizeable question. Our inter-

viewees were equally concerned with the consequences of not using

this technology to help those at risk, and with the consequences

of using them. We argue that this calls for societal discussion in

general, participatory processes on the level of technology design,

as well as professional legal and ethical consideration on the level

of policies.

There is a need for AI and data policies on cities, which

should be carefully examined and, as much as possible, shared

among different city organizations and stakeholders. Along with

policies, it is important to produce clearly presented reports on the

state of the art regarding AIs. Our participants were mostly highly

in-tune with digitalization processes and technologies, and even

they freely admitted that they did not really know what AI entails,

even though there was wide-spread agreement that they do involve

a system that is able to learn and adapt. Our participants did not

take the words ‘artificial intelligence’ at face value. They expressed

fundamental doubt over the concept and even distaste around the

AI hype, yet they were eager to discuss actual implementations of

it in detail. General AI policies would also help midsize and small

cities to apply knowledge of AI systems in cities with less resources.

However, this will nevertheless warrant significant localization and

reflection on how city size affects the application and effects of AI

and urban data systems. After collecting our materials, this type of

work has been begun in these cities, and also in the country through

networked projects, the results of which will be of interest to our

study as well. Some of these projects specifically aim to further

citizens’ data agency and personal ownership.

There is a need to understand and disseminate reflections,

debate and knowledge of what AI actually means among city

officials. This issue is twofold. We need to understand and enumer-

ate actual applications of AI to begin to transport this knowledge

across disciplines on a very practical level; what sorts of appli-

cations of AI exist now and in the near future, and under what

circumstances is it acceptable to use them? This work is surely

underway due to the hype related to these technologies; however,

we will stress the importance of deliberative work of disseminating

this knowledge within city organizations to cater to urban develop-

ers and policy makers. Importantly, on a more fundamental level,

we argue that the concept of AI is also inherently ambiguous and

underexamined on a deep level, and that this should be addressed

by the academic communities around AIs through interdisciplinary

work. The current academic works are overly siloed into various

engineering, computing and urban research literatures, and as such,

are not able to address urban AIs in an effective manner.

There is a need to introduce transparent and participatory

design practices with AI use in cities globally. We deem it a

crucial finding here, that the most persuasive use case involved

a citizen group that could be described as an underprivileged, at

risk group. This should give anyone pause, as it arguably did to

our interviewees as well. The officials nevertheless considered the

case mostly as a positive one; and indeed, it is entirely necessary

to help struggling families and children. However, from a more

global perspective, the identification of groups of people for the

purposes of intervention is a fairly dangerous idea. There are many

disenfranchised groups in societies, some of which are subject to

stigmatization. The development of methods, wherein data is used

for an AI to learn what features point to a member of an at-risk

group, presents us with a high-stakes scenario. We are intently

aware of the use of technology that was implemented by China and

South Korea to battle the COVID-190 epidemic [47, 65]. However,

even within the European Union there are governments that are

intent on the erasure of certain communities and the dissolution of

democratic principles, if not indeed the enshrinement of authoritar-

ianism [24, 56]. City officials should certainly be keenly aware of

these global developments as they disseminate their practices across

cities in the EU and globally, and as they work in public-private

partnerships. In the Nordic context, where trust in government is

mostly seen as being justified, there is a high-level of freedom of

press [55], there is a long tradition of reasonable data collection.

However, these very features could also make Nordic countries

and cities an attractive site for companies and cities to develop

and test technologies that can then be spread around the globe

into much less favorable conditions. It is quite obvious that within

these design processes, open ethical reflection and the principles

of participatory design should be applied. It should also be a given

principle that representatives of the particularly affected citizen

group themselves should be a part of the design process.

For cities, these findings point to the importance of establishing

at least some in-house expertise and policies that can handle the

onslaught of novel digital technologies to a high degree. Our cities

here certainly benefited greatly from having dedicated teams and

personnel that were in charge of data, digitalization and AI. But we

must bear in mind that these were metropolitan cities in the Global

North. Their concern is to compete with other metropolitan cities

while maintaining a good level of services. For them, AI and citi-

zen data represented significant challenges, but also opportunities.

However, what will become of most cities in the world? Those who

are middle-tier, nationally important cities; or small, even declining

rural towns; or cities of various sizes in the Global South? The in-

troduction of urban AI necessitates much more investigation over

the coming decades. Further questions include: what participatory

design processes could we use to involve citizens and to design with

groups of citizens; what dynamics does urban AI introduce into the

competition between cities; what will urban AI mean for midsize

and small cities; what does urban AI mean in different parts of the

world, including the Global North and South; what dataveillance

practices will emerge and how can we prevent their unethical use;

how can governments be assured that third parties share, or at least

act according to, common ethical guidelines; how can citizens be

sure that their rights are respected;, how can we preserve, and hope-

fully strengthen, democracy through AI use rather than weaken it;



and finally, how will AI in cities affect sustainability targets of the

coming century?
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